5NT Homework

Date assigned:    Thursday, October 15, 2009
Date due:        Tuesday, October 20, 2009

Math (on a separate sheet of paper)

First choice:

a) Time, in seconds, how long it takes to write your whole name twenty times. Record the time.

b) Do this 5 times. Make sure you record the data of how long it takes.

c) Make a broken line graph to display your data. Label your x axis ( --- ) “Tries” and your y axis ( | ) “Seconds”. Don’t forget to include a title and your name.

Second choice:

a) Go to MrToft.ca, click on the “Homework” category to find the link for the Zap! Game.

b) Play this game five times. Record your best time for each game. You have the choice of recording your best time for seeing the fly or hearing the fly.

c) Make a broken line graph to display your data. Label your x axis ( --- ) “Tries” and your y axis ( | ) “Seconds”. Don’t forget to include a title and your name.

You can make your graph either by hand on paper or use the “Create-a-Graph” website (find it in the “Homework” category on MrToft.ca) to create your graph. If you are using this website, you will need to print out your graph and put it in your homework duotang.

Language Arts

Choose a picture book. You can choose one from my classroom, one you have at home, or choose one online at TumbleBooks (find a link in the “Homework” category at MrToft.ca).

On a separate piece of paper, or as a post on our blog:

1. Write a Who/Wants/But/So/Then/(Finally) summary
2. Pick a main character and list at least 5 character traits
3. Describe the setting using as many of the five senses you can (see, hear, feel, smell, taste)